ETHIOPIA OPERATION
BENISHANGUL-GUMUZ HUMANITARIAN SNAPSHOT

Site of Population Of Concern to UNHCR and UNHCR Offices in Ethiopia

DISPLACEMENT

66,269
Refugees and Asylum Seekers
November-2020

Top Nationalities of Refugees

- Sudanese: 43,384 (65.47%)
- South Sudanese: 22,077 (33.31%)
- Congolese (DRC): 564 (0.85%)

8,312
Internally Displaced Persons
DTM 23

85,602
Returnees IDPs
VAS Round 6

PARTNERSHIP

19 Partners
ARRA, NRC, UN-UNICEF, LWF, ARRA, TAAAC, UN-UNICEF, IRC, UN-UNHCR, ARRA, TAAAC, UN-UNHCR, IRC, CISP, LWF, NRC, GN, UN-UNHCR, ARRA, UN-UNHCR, ANE, PI, UN-UNHCR, UN-UNICEF, CISP, AICS, GAIA, British Council, PI, ARRA, DICAC, NRC, UN-UNHCR, UN-UNICEF, ARRA, UN-WFP, ARRA, UN-UNHCR, CISP, LWF, AICS, NRDEP, UN-UNICEF, IRC, UN-UNHCR, LWF, PI, RoROD, UN-IOM, UN-UNHCR

SECURITY INCIDENTS (LAST 12 MONTHS)

28 Security Incidents 180 Fatalities

14-Dec-2019 14-Dec-2020

Create Date: 14-December-2020
Data Source: proGres Database, MapGlyphs, RRPM, Armed Conflict Location and Event Data Project (ACLED); acleddata.com
IDP Data Source: DTM 23, VAS Round 6

For more information, please contact Stanyslas Matayo UNHCR Information Management Officer at the following email address: matayo@unhcr.org.

The boundaries and names shown, and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. The data is based on reports and can be considered as indicative.